**What do you know about ENO?**

**DO YOU KNOW** that a glass of dancing, refreshing ENO, will correct the effects of overeating and drinking?

**DO YOU KNOW** that ENO, with its great-scented taste, will fix you up sexually and physically?

Sold in bottles for lasting freshness

**Eno's Fruit Salt**

The famous "Fruit Salt" that everyone uses.

**G.E.C.**

electric fans

You will always find cool and refreshing—

with a G.E.C. fan. And you can depend on it, for it is made according to G.E.C. standards of quality. Table, wall, ceiling and exhaust models are available in many different designs.

---

**TRAGUILLITY DEFEAT SAHANNAH 19-6**

The visiting Transylvania Tennis Team of Trinidad rounded off their tournament by winning the two remaining games, the Men's Doubles and the Ladies' Singles, from Savannah at Clay's at the Carriacou Tennis Club. Savannah and Drub are now the leaders of the tournament. Eno's Fruit Salt. Savannah, with the last two matches to play, leads by 11 points.

---

**Everton Drub College 6-2**

Everton Drub College defeated Horace Colville College 6-2 in the final game of the Auckland University Tennis Tournament. Drub College's leading men, Peter Giffen and Young, were in excellent form and thoroughly deserved their victory.

---

**Sundowner**

**Shave smoother,**
**closer,**
**more comfortably**
**than ever before.**

**Biroette**

da pen planned for a purpose

Biroette is slim and elegant in appearance with its attractive cover in green, blue, orange and black with eyes to pleasing silver accents.

Biroette gives you fine service and provides a handy means of writing at any time or place. Biroette has already made thousands of friends since its recent introduction. Your local retailer will be delighted to demonstrate the Biroette and to supply you with refills.

---

The West Indies team is expected in London today on its return from the tour of England, and it is expected that they will be welcomed in a fitting manner at the Airport. The team, which includes several of the leading players of the West Indies, is expected to arrive at 11.15 a.m. and will be met by a large crowd of fans.

---

**WICKERS OVER PREPARATION!**

**But what to do with the Wickers over preparation?**

It is understood that the Wickers over preparation will be sold at a reduced price in the coming weeks. The club will also offer a limited number of tickets for the tour of England to members who purchased the tickets in the Wickers over preparation.

---

**FORTUNES FLUCTUATE YESTERDAY**

**VANITY and the first two horses, we were all happy that the money which the Wickers over preparation took for their tickets, was returned to the club.**

The money, which was raised by the sale of Wickers over preparation tickets, will be used to fund the future development of the Wickers over preparation program.

---

**FIRST DIVISION CHAMPIONS**

The first division champions were announced today at the Annual General Meeting of the First Division Football League. The champions, who were selected based on their performance throughout the season, will receive a special prize at the end of the season.

---

**BOYS' TALES WIN AGAIN**

**A SUNNY day for the boys of the Boys' Tales, who carried off the championship by the narrowest of margins.**

The Boys' Tales, who had been struggling for much of the season, managed to edge out their rivals in the final game of the season to claim the championship. The team will now look to build on their success in the coming season.

---

**ANOTHER GOAL**

**On completion of play, Everton Drub College played a winning game against Horace Colville College. Two goals against zero result in a 2-0 victory for Drub College.**

---

**FOURTH CENTRE FOR NEUROLOGICAL RESEARCH**

**THE ATHLETIC MEET**

**Barbados**

---

**PROJECTIONS FOR PREPARATION**

**Schooling of the Athletes**

**The main objective of the preparation is to improve the performance of the athletes.**

The preparation will focus on improving the athletes' skills, techniques, and strategies. This will be achieved through a combination of training and coaching. The program will be designed to meet the specific needs of each athlete and will be flexible enough to allow for adjustments as needed.

---

**NEW MOBILIO**

**Get Better Protection - Longer Life For Your Car's Engine!**

**NEW MOBILIO**

---

**SHAVE SMOOTHER, CLOSER, MORE COMFORTABLY THAN EVER BEFORE.**

**NEW MOBILIO**

---

**SHAVE SMOOTHER, CLOSER, MORE COMFORTABLY THAN EVER BEFORE.**

**NEW MOBILIO**

---
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